PRESS RELEASE

Dawid Tomaszewski Make-Up Spring & Summer 2016 by CATRICE

Today Dawid Tomaszewski presented the Spring & Summer Collection 2016 in the
impressive location of the Kronprinzenpalais as part of the group exhibition at the
Berliner Mode Salon. All models received a professional make-up styling with
CATRICE products for the group presentation. Loni Baur as Head of Make-up created
the trendsetting beauty look in collaboration with CATRICE.
The focus of the look is on the eyes, which are strongly accentuated with pink
eyeliner, while the complexion is naturally contoured and the lips appear with a
subtle shine.
Here is the step-by-step guide:
Step 1: First, cleanse the skin thoroughly and create a “flawless skin” look with the
help of the ALL MATT PLUS – Shine Control Make Up. This product mattifies the skin
and visibly conceals small flaws for a fresh and clear complexion.

Step 2: For an even longer-lasting matt effect, additionally powder the face with the
Prime and Fine Mattifying Powder Waterproof. The gentle formula with a soft-focus
effect offers a refined complexion.

Step 3: Contour the face with the Sun Glow Matt Bronzing Powder 020 Deep
Bronze by defining the shadows below the cheekbones.

Step 4: First, trace a bold line along the lower lash line with the Ultimate Stay Lip
Liner 030 Boysenberry. To intensify the pink colour, mix the Ultimate Stay Lipstick
090 IrrCORALbly Pink and the Defining Blush 070 Pinkerbell and apply on top. To
achieve a stronger outward colour gradient, use a cotton bud to remove excess
colour on the inner corners of the eyes.

Step 5: Next, carefully colour the lashes with the blush from step 4. Make sure that
the eyelid remains clean. Keep the lashes in shape with the help of the Lash Brow
Designer Shaping And Conditioning Mascara Gel 010.

Step 6: For a soft and well-groomed nude look with a light shine, apply the
Beautifying Lip Smoother 040 Coffee To Go on your lips.

Step 7: To complete the look, apply a transparent lipgloss like the Infinite Shine Lip
Gloss 180 Champagne Is In The Air! on the moveable part of your eyelid and along ,
the lower, pink lash line as well as on the cheeks.

Step 8: Keep the nails looking discreet in a natural nude look with the Luminous
Nails 5in1 Care Polish 50 Apri-Côte D'Azur and mattify with the help of the
Silk Matt Top Coat.

The product images for this look can be downloaded here:
www.cosnova-mediabox.com
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